NORTH WEST FARNHAM RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
COMMITTEE MEETING
Tuesday 5th May 2020
Present:
Richard Gunner (RG)
David King (DK)
Penny Marriott (PM)
Vivienne Miller (VM)
Julie Russ (JR)
Apologies: Stephen Spence

Action

Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising:
The minutes were approved as an accurate record and PM will sign when we are next able to
meet face-to-face.

PM

Treasurer’s report: (RG)
At present the balance of the savings account is £5,444.95 and the current account balance is
£233.09. VM has collected one more sub of £2 which she will pass to RG.
AGM (PM)
The AGM will now take place in October, instead of the Autumn Meeting, on 15th if the hall is
free. We will ensure that we space people 2 metres apart if necessary. The Newsletter will
notify people of the change and the date of the AGM. An envelope for subs should be left when
the newsletter is delivered as it may not be possible to have any physical contact with people.

PM
Deliverers

Website (DK)
PM asked if the website was up and running. DK said he is working on it and it should be ready
this month. He will contact the Committee to see if any changes are necessary. A message
should be put on the website to notify people that the AGM is postponed until October and the
Autumn Meeting is cancelled. Whatever we want can be put on the website before it goes live.

DK

Committee Members
PM asked DK if there was anyone from the Ramblers who could replace John. DK said he
would ask John’s wife.

DK

Fields, Coxbridge and other planning: (DK)
PM said that planning meetings are continuing despite the fact that no site meetings can take
place. PVRA are keen to work with us but obviously they cannot do so at present.
Hopfields: DW reported that Taylor Wimpey have not done any work during Lockdown. DK
made a complaint to Waverley Borough Council that verge cutting has not taken place in
Crondall Lane, in particular the small area of grass beside number 34a. JR said that she was
upset that verge cutting had taken place further up Crondall Lane outside number 36 as there
were Cuckoo Flowers present which is the food plant of the Orange Tip Butterfly caterpillar. It
has been cut too early before the seed has set and the Cuckoo Flowers will suffer. DK asked JR
to send him details of the areas which should not be cut, at least until the flowers have set seed,
and he will notify the Council.
Coxbridge: In the latest amendment the footpath access to Coxbridge Meadows has been
scrapped. PM said that this could not happen unless another access is provided. Also, the
junction of the estate with West Street has been improved. DK will object to the footpath access
removal on behalf of the Committee. Surrey County Council deal with footpaths but George

JR/DK

DK

Hesse and David Beaman deal with the planning. PM said a decision on Coxbridge will not be
made yet as there are still a lot of matters to deal with.
DK said he has been really glad of our local fields for recreation and JR said more people are
using them. Hopefully this will mean that they will be more appreciative of them in the future.
Deliverers: We need more. DK asked if we know which areas are covered and by whom at
present. PM said that some deliverers, such as John Price, are getting elderly and we really
need some replacements. Most areas are covered but we need some more help in the future.
She will try and think of someone who could help.
PM
Date of next meeting: Thursday 3rd September at 2 pm on-line but this will be reviewed
according to the lockdown situation.

